
Leader in AI-assisted inspection
and remarketing

Book your demo on 

tchek.ai



Discover all the features of ALTO AI
to boost your UV business!

Our Artificial Intelligence technology  simplifies  the 
automotive inspection process.

High performances

Your inspection images are analyzed, 
the damages are detected down 

to the finest scratch, and then classified
by location and degree of severity.

Affordable prices

Our prices are transparent, 
without hidden costs and accessible 

to as many people as possible.

Easily integrable

With Tchek, you really get a technology 
that integrates into your business logic 

and tools.

Rapidly scalable

At Tchek, our AI models are continuously
trained to adapt to the specificities 

of each mobility actor.
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Don’t lose your leads along the way. With Tchek Remote 
Trade-in,  90% of the prospects  who ask you for an 
estimate will go to the end of the process with you.

Automate your repair costs
estimates without losing margin!

Easily measure
your operational performance.

Spend up to 40% less time on
your trade-in offers.

Double your lead
handling capacity!



With Tchek Remote Trade-in, make trade-in 
offers   up to 2 times faster   than with a live 
inspection solution!

Without Tchek

From 45 min to...

With Tchek

25 min in average

Your trade-in process is causing 
you to miss leads because it takes 
too long to complete: your trade-

in offers and your margins are 
variable. Your used car sales are 

not taking off.

Your leads receive an SMS inviting 
them to carry out self-inspection 

(less than 5 minutes process).

Your buyer can make a precise 
and transparent cash offer.

Our Artificial Intelligence ALTO AI 
detects, analyses and quantifies 
the damage in a few seconds.

Free trial

Very satisfied
Marion rated tchek.ai
Simple, fast, efficient. I received a link to an application that allowed me to send 
photos of my vehicle from all angles. 20 minutes later I had a transparent trade-
in offer which I accepted. 
Date of experience: 30th of September, 2022

NEW !



Discover our other solutions !

Artificial intelligence to help you for the 
reprocessing of your photos.

With Tchek Remarketing, harmonize your online 
ads with high-quality standardized photos and 

generate more leads.

Your dealership trade-in files, 
standardised and simplified by AI.

With Tchek On-Site Trade-In (beta), benefit from 
a turnkey solution including our inspection 

standards to manage your dealership trade-
ins. As a bonus, we interface directly with your 

inventory management tools 
(only available in France).

Inspection assisted by artificial intelligence.

With Tchek Inspect, gain time and and accuracy 
on your inspections thanks to our technology : 
detect, quantify and estimate repair costs.



Enjoy our solutions on all your devices,
with or without downloading !

Book your demo on 

tchek.ai

Contact
hello@tchek.ai


